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When Cherilyn Barker casts aside her inhibitions with Doms Thayer Denning and Evan Rydell after hours in
the gym they co-own, she awakens her submissive desires. Her late husband has been dead for eighteen
months, and Cherilyn is lonely. Evan and Thayer seem like the perfect answer to her fantasies, until someone
breaks into the gym and leaves behind a tie that belonged to her late husband.

Thayer has recently broken up with his on-again, off-again sub, and is just looking for a woman who will
love him. Life seems perfect when Cherilyn becomes not only his sub, but also the woman he loves. Until
the man playing cat and mouse with the Racy police kidnaps her, that is…

Evan Rydell has never truly given his heart to a sub, until Cherilyn falls into the role with him and Thayer.
He’s in love with her, and when she disappears one stormy night, he will move heaven and earth to find her.
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From Reader Review Pleasing Her Racy Doms for online ebook

Trish-Sunshine Reads says

I just love this series. The added mystery in Pleasing her Racy Doms kept me guessing.
I enjoy keeping up with past characters and with the progress of the whole town.

Cocktails and Books says

Right out of the chute, let me tell you, "Pleasing Her Racy Doms" has one of the longest, sexiest, most
intimate menage BDSM scenes I've ever read, and I loved every second of it. Tara Rose has written a lot of
books with such wonderful characters, but I think that she has completely outdone herself with this one.

Cherilyn Barker has been through a tragedy, and Thayer Denning and Evan Rydell are willing to do
everything they can to help her through it. Once again, there is an obstacle that they have to overcome in
order to find their true happiness. Racy, Indiana has its share of mystery and suspense, and this story doesn't
stray from that. I don't know how she does it, but Tara Rose consistently brings us a plot that is well thought
out and VERY well written. It's absorbing and it catches you right away. We feel for the heroine. We cheer
for the heroes. Our hearts melt when the three of them are together. It's perfect.

The BDSM elements of the story are a little stronger in "Pleasing Her Racy Doms". However, it's not
something that is overwhelming. It's not in your face, and it's never uncomfortable. The characters take
precautions and follow the three main BDSM rules. Everthing must be safe, sane, and consensual. In all of
the scenes, EVERYTHING is done with permission, and it's even explained in detail when questions arise. I
have learned a lot by reading Tara's books.

If you love menage (with or without BDSM elements) as much as I do, I definitely think that you shuould
pick this one up. It is the sixth in the "Racy Nights" series. It's a stand alone, but I recommend that you read
the books in order. You'll love it, and you'll want to pack up and move to Racy.

Reviewed by Kenna for Cocktails and Books

Julie Ramsey says

Pleasing her Racy Doms

Cherilyn, a girl who grew up in the little town of Racy. Happily married to a good husband, she thought she
had it all set. When her military husband gets killed in the field, her life comes crashing down. She stays to
herself, works and has a few select friends but not much else. She starts to go to the gym, the only one in
town, and eyes 2 very fine men. Thayer and Evan, run the only gym in the little town of Racy. They are best
friends and share a business. Both are Dom's and help in the club in town, neither have had real good luck in
love.. Thayer has had an eye on Cherilyn but knows he shouldn't approach her yet. When a tornado (book 5)
hits the little town and destroys some of it, the 2 Doms have a benefit to raise money for reconstruction.



Cherilyn wanting to help, helps out with the function. When she is the last to leave and is alone with 2 men
she has been crushing on, flirting escalates to a level none of them except. Can Cherilyn be one both men can
share? Or will a threat she never even knew about destroy everything she comes to hope for?

I liked this story. I love menage books and love Tara Rose's books. Loved Cherilyn, she is ready to move on
when she does, from a husband she loved. The guys jump in and are excited but are real asses at first. I was
yelling at them(....like they can hear me anyway lol). Here Cherilyn has lost her husband and is involved in
this over whelming experience, the most intense of her life and they walk away like it is no big deal. That
was probably my only issue I had with the story is the way she gets introduced to the "lifestyle", it was not
the most caring way to be introduced. She loved it, know doubt and so did the guys but that is a definite
jump right into the deep end, way to figure out about this life style. The story is fast paced and the guys grow
on you. The series itself is wonderful and fun reads. Defiantly worth the time and money. So if you want a
quick sexy menage read these books are for you.
complimentary book given for a free review. juliesbookreview.blogspot.com

Christine says

I really enjoyed this story. There was a lot of mystery in this book as to who the criminal was and what they
were trying to do. I feel like Cherilyn, Thayer and Evan had a good connection and you could feel that they
had strong feelings for each other. I love that they were willing to be patient and let their friends who are
cops do the rescuing instead of bursting in to save Cherilyn like some H's do. A really fun story with great
characters.

Lynn says

PLEASING HER RACY DOMS shows us a woman finding the strength to move past her grief to love again,
and men who are made whole through the simple act of love.

Cherilyn Barker has isolated herself since the death of her husband a year and a half ago. Now that she is
gaining control of her grief and feeling better, she is finding it difficult to keep her eyes off of the two men
who own the gym where she works out. Thayer Denning and Evan Rydell are friends, business partners, and
Doms. They have never shared a sub before, but now they both find themselves drawn to the same woman.

Knowing that Cherilyn is grieving her husband, the men hold back on their interest until they see a spark of
life in Cherilyn. The chemistry is instant and combustible. The three of them are enjoying and exploring their
new relationship when someone starts causing problems by breaking into the gym. When it is discovered that
the man causing problems at the gym may be connected to Cherilyn, the men vow to protect her and realize
their feelings for her may go beyond lust and sexual attraction.

This book is the sixth in the Racy Nights series, but the first I have read. I did not feel that not reading the
first five books made this one any less enjoyable or understandable. There were other characters mentioned
that I may have had more interest in if I had read the entire series, but it was not necessary.

The part of this story that drew me in most was that the men could admit to wanting to be in love. And the
relationship the men had with each other was fantastic and allowed for them to be more open in their



relationship with Cherilyn. Thrown into the romance and passion is a little mystery and suspense, which
added the perfect twist to the story.

I enjoyed the town of Racy and the people that live there and look forward to reading more of their stories.

Reviewed at The Romance Reviews


